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How To Attract Women - Best Dating And Seduction Guide

When it comes to an inability to attract women in general it has more to do with a man's perceptions or
distortions with reality. When it comes to men who are successful with women

Aug. 17, 2009 - PRLog -- When it comes to an inability to attract women in general it has more to do with a
man's perceptions or distortions with reality. When it comes to men who are successful with women you the
three most successful type of men are going to be those who seduce women, attract women, and the most
successful all those who do both. When it comes to attracting women and your opportunities to attract
women you need to always be in the "Right State" to Attract Women.

When it comes to attracting women many times getting a man simply to understand that understanding how
to attract women is not enough to know how to attract women, causes a big enough change in his reality
where he now seeks out knowledge of the truth about attracting women by using the techniques to gain that
knowledge. Now it is important to understand that every man has the ability to attract and seduce women it
simply is a matter of how much he wants to work on his abilities of attracting women that determines how
successful he becomes. Usually he will respond by telling me that he knows all about how his inner game is
the most important part in attracting women and that he knows all the techniques used to attract women.

If given a choice, most men would want to be the guy who knows how to attract women and has no success
in bars and clubs because he isn't comfortable in that type of atmosphere and chooses not to go there. So the
guy that knows how to attract women might approach 50 women a week and actually end up making a
connection with 5 or 6, of course 3 or 4 of the other women he could've made a connection with but for
whatever reason they weren't his type. When you add and compare the numbers its plain to see that the guy
who knows how to attract women approaches more women in a week than the guy who doesn't in a whole
year.

If you are a guy that has no problem talking to women but don't know how to create the feeling of attraction
in her, your pace is going to be a whole lot different than the guy who gets nervous just being around
women. What happens a lot of times is that men either don't know how to create attraction in women and
simply pick an arbitrary moment in the comfort stage to move in for the kiss or they know how to create
attraction in women but for whatever reason choose to skip the entire comfort building process. Many times
when a man says he has no success in attracting women what he really means is he doesn't attempt to talk to
women in a way that can create attraction because he already knows the outcome.

For men who are using the Four Agreements to attract women what this means is, that when you approach a
woman you really shouldn't be concerned with the outcome. What it also means is that as you first begin
your journey to attract women using the Four Agreements there will be times when you aren't impeccable
with your word, take something personally, or make assumptions. Yet when you begin to follow agreement
#3 in don Miguel Ruiz's book "The Four Agreements" which is Don't Make Assumptions you will find
yourself attracting more women.

However what we have begun to see recently with men teaching men how to attract women, are ways in
which you can get that 80 percent of women that don't like or dislike you. However once out of the club
atmosphere becomes uncomfortable with women and no longer can maintain the attraction because he
actually doesn't know how to attract women. Instead what you want to do is create a clear picture of all the
qualities that you want in a woman or women and send those thoughts into the world so that the Law of
Attraction can attract her or them to you.
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If so what would it take for you to give 90 days of doing exactly what I say it takes in order to attract
women without questioning any of it if the results are you then have the ability to attract women whenever
and wherever you want rather that doing what you do now and getting what you get. One of the best things
about using power words to magnetically attract women is that the more use them the more powerful and
easier they become to use. Remember that it was the power of your words and those you chose to believe
that has led to your beliefs about attracting women.

In fact I would recommend that any man who hasn't noticed success with attracting women after 30 days, to
consider hiring a Dating coach who can help you deal with all of the issues that are getting in the way of
your success.

How to seduce a woman quickly and easily
http://pubchin.com/guide/guygetsgirl.com/

Get the Best Flirting and Conversation Techniques 
http://pubchin.com/guide/flirtmastery.com/

500 Lovemaking Tips and Secrets: Increase passion and intimacy 
http://pubchin.com/guide/500lovemakingtips.com/
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